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WP6 Fostering Communities, Empowering Users & 
Building Expertise to broaden the community

T6.1 Mapping the landscape and developing strategies to foster 
communities & build expertise - Landscape analysis and gap 
analysis
T6.2 Fostering Communities: Engaging New & Existing Users -
Organize events, workshops, mid-project Stakeholder Forum, Final 
Conference 
T6.3 Empowering Users: Training Materials and Online Learning 
Paths - Create coherent and organized set of training materials 
T6.4 Building Expertise: the SSHOC Training Network -
implementing a sustainable SSHOC trainer network and identify 
training nodes 
T6.5 Coordinating targeted training in the Social Sciences and 
Humanities - Organization of training activities 
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WP 6 is about looking at the Social Sciences and Humanities domain and see where what type of expertise can be found. Based on gap analysis there will be training materials developed. We also look at empowering the community by organising events, and training activities. And finally task 6.4 is about supporting trainers with activities that connects trainers within the domains. This talk is about introducing you to these tasks and getting your feedback on what you as libraries think is useful. 



T6.4 Building Expertise: the SSHOC Training 
Network

Identify organizations to become the initial nodes of 
the SSHOC Train-the-trainer Network and assess 
their training capabilities/potential 
Develop a SSHOC train-the-trainer toolkit 
Organize 3 SSHOC Train-the-trainer Bootcamps to 

national training organizations 
Support training organizations in delivering national-

level train-the-trainer workshops
Develop a recommended trainer directory
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For task 6.4 which is all about supporting a training network there have been several activities identified. First of all we need to find out what is considered by the social sciences and humanities community as the main training organisations, so that we can get in touch with them and get an idea on what is needed and support train the trainer activities there. In this way people can find us, or the materials we share. Based on feedback we received in projects like OpenAIRE and EOSCpilot, training coordinators have been asking for more visibility of training so that they know better what is around outside there infrastructure or research area and of more train-the trainer activities. So, a train-the-trainer bootcamp. What does it mean. It would be an event for trainers where they can learn about available materials on certain common topics in social sciences and humanities and perhaps some more general training guidance and support with materials they can use in their training and/or more pedagogical type of training. The last thing we also promised to create is a training directory, so that trainers can find each other.



Current state training hubs and networks

Current training hubs (ERICs providing training)
on RDM and Open Science: e.g. OpenAIRE, FOSTER
in SSH: e.g. DARIAHTeach, Clarin, Parthenos, CESSDA Training, EHRI training
other domains: TeSS (life sciences)

Current training/trainer networks 
general: Community of Practice, RDA Education and Training Interest Group
Specific needs for the social sciences and humanities?

Looking for synergies and commonalities in SSH training
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Training hubs and networks. What are they? LIBER and University libraries are of course the obvious training hubs and regional nodesI see training hubs as organisations or ERICs providing training. I have listed the ones I know about providing more general training on RDM and Open Science and in the social sciences and humanities. These organisations could be the regional nodes I was talking about before. I am sure you are missing the libraries here. Are they also providing lots of training?Current training or trainer networks… Those are networks of training coordinators. There are some general ones. But what about social sciences and humanities. We aim to support network activities based on synergies and commonalities in social sciences and humanities training?



Regional nodes for SSH training

Current training and train-the-the trainer providers in SSH
Current regional nodes for training 

SSHOC training network regional nodes
Provide training on services in SSHOC marketplace 
Provide train-the-trainer training based on SSHOC toolkit 
Looking for synergies across training in SSH
Collaborate in training 
Possibly hosting a train-the-trainer bootcamp
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In the description of the task in this work package of SSHOC is to outline what the regional nodes are at the moment. And to link these together in a network to that they can discover the trainings and training materials from each other but also organize activities for more than one regional node, and provide opportunities to collaborate on training.



SSHOC Train-the-trainer toolkit

Current train-the-trainer toolkits (in SSH)
FOSTER open science training handbook + update (deliverable)
Library carpentry 
CESSDA train the trainer package
OpenAIRE - train the trainer overview

Include training material on new services SSHOC Marketplace

Include training materials found…
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The train the trainer toolkit is something we will work on in the SSHOC project. It is not yet clear what should be in it. In my view this would contain descriptions of the strong points of the existing train the trainer packages and learning materials on more general topics. It should also contain information on new training available based on the SSHOC marketplace. And last but not least, I hope we will find synergies where the different domains see interesting training in a different domain that is interesting for their own.



Train-the-trainer bootcamp

Possible topics: improving training skills, RDM, Open Science, other

Overview and how to use train-the-trainer toolkit
Discuss possible trainings and pros and cons 
How to set up your training with:

Use of available online training materials (on a certain topic)
How to improve your training

more interactive elements
preparations, evaluations, learning objectives

New training materials - SSHOC
based on gaps 
(new) services in SSHOC market place
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SSHOC will organize three train the trainer bootcamps. A bootcamp in this case is a training in which you work hard with handson exercises and groupwork. These could be on several topics, sharing the learning materials that are available for these topics or it can contain more pedagogical guidance. And of course training on new services are a good introduction of a topic as well. This all depends on the needs of a regional node on what this organization thinks is useful for their audience. 



What’s in it for librarians?

Bootcamps and supported workshops
Train-the-trainer toolkit
Training network in SSH

Are you interested? 
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How do we know what regional nodes need? We are looking for active collaboration by libraries and librarians for example, to provide input on the ‘current state’ and the needs and test the toolkit and welcome local bootcamps or workshops. 



Join our community

https://www.sshopencloud.eu

info@sshopencloud.eu

@SSHOpenCloud

/in/sshopencloud
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